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INFLUENCE OF THE APPLIED CONDITIONS DURING PVD FILMS WET
MICRO-BLASTING ON THE WEAR BEHAVIOUR OF COATED TOOLS
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Micro-blasting on PVD films has been documented an efficient method for inducing

compressive stresses, thus for increasing the coating hardness and toughness as well

as tool life of coated hardmetal tools. In this process, the applied conditions such as

pressure, time or grain quality affect significantly the wear resistance of the

micro-blasted tools. On the other hand contradictory results have been registered

concerning the effect of the wet micro-blasting on coated tools. In the described

investigations, the feasibility of increasing the wear resistance of cemented carbide

tools through wet micro-blasting of their PVD-coatings is examined by

experimental-analytical procedures.

Two TiAlN coatings were used with different aluminum contents. The micro-blasting

grain's quality was Al
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 of 10 and 100μm average diameter. FEM-based calculations

were conducted to determine the occurred film stress-strain fields as a function of the

grain penetration depth. Moreover, nanoindentations were carried out on untreated

films' surfaces to detect strength properties gradation versus the coating thickness.

Additionally, nanoindentations on micro-blasted film surfaces at various pressures and

durations revealed the influence of this process on coating superficial hardness. A

correlation between the applied micro-blasting conditions and the developed

stress-strain fields in the coatings was established, facilitating the determination of

coating strength properties gradation. To investigate dimensional characteristics

changes of coatings subjected to micro-blasting such as film thickness and cutting edge

radius, ball cratering tests and white light scans were carried out respectively. In this

way, micro-blasting conditions, which lead to improved strength properties without

revealing the substrate in the cutting edge region, were detected. Finally the wear

behavior of coated and variously wet micro-blasted tools was investigated in milling.

FEM supported calculations of the developed temperatures and stresses during

material removal contributed for explaining the obtained tool wear results.
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